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PETROPERÚ PUBLISHES 2022 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 

Lima, Peru, January 02, 2024 – Petroleos del Peru S.A. "Petroperú" or "the Company" (OTC:PETRPE) announced today 
the launch of its online 2022 Sustainability Report. Petroperú’s eleventh annual Sustainability Report demonstrates the Company’s 

commitment to continuous improvement through a Sustainability approach which integrates environmental and social responsibility, 
will still considering good governance practices, in the permanent search for the sustainability and continuity of its activities in harmony 
with the populations and natural environments where it operates. 

The report was prepared in full accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards and fulfills the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. Additionally, the Report was revised by an external international company, AENOR, in order to 
strengthen the quality and credibility of this Report, who verified the correct preparation of the document and the coherence of its 

information. 

Petroperú’s 2022 Sustainability Report (for now, only Spanish version) is available online at: 

https://sostenibilidad.petroperu.com.pe/en/sustainability-reports/ 

The English version will be released in due course. 
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About Petroperú 

Established in 1981 as a Public Limited Company pursuant with Legislative Decree No 43 (founded in 1969), Petroperú is one of the largest hydrocarbon 

corporate entity in Peru in terms of total sales and the largest enterprise of the Peruvian sovereign (100% owned by Peru). Likewise, it is also the Peru’s 

largest refiner in terms of refining volume capacity and form a critical part of the country’s energy infrastructure and economy. Also, it has the largest 

distribution network for crude oil and refined products in the country, and it is the sole provider of refined products to certain areas of Peru. It is also 

the concessionaire and operator of Peru’s main oil pipeline, the “Norperuano Oil Pipeline”, which links the crude oil production fields in the northern 

rainforest of Peru with our facilities in the Port Bayovar near our Talara Refinery. Its business is comprised primarily of midstream and downstream but 

also upstream petroleum activities, including: the refining and blending of crude and intermediate hydrocarbon products, the distribution and sale of 

refined products through our wholesale distributors and associated retail service stations and direct sales, the transportation of crude through the 

Norperuano Oil Pipeline, the concession of Blocks I, VI, Z-69, 64 and 192, and the leasing of certain of its facilities to third parties. 
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